
October 2019 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the October 2019 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

Birdwatchers should have this month marked in their calendars as October sees the annual publication of The Birdwatcher's Yearbook. We furthermore will be stocking
Birds of Saskatchewan and just received stock of two new Gosney Guides, Finding Birds in Eastern Bulgaria and Finding Birds in South-East Romania. Lastly, John
Beaufoy has announced the second edition of A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Costa Rica for this month.

For mammalogists and herpetologists we have a select number of titles this month. Harper Collins will publish Elephants: Birth, Life, and Death in the World of the Giants
in March, while Penguin Random House South Africa has just published Orca: The Day the Great White Sharks Disappeared on their Struik Nature imprint. On the
herpetology front we now have stock of The Amphhibians of Kenya, while this month will see the publication of the bilingual Venomous Snakes of Australia and Oceania by
Chimaira in their Terralog series, and the second edition of A Naturalist’s Guide to the Reptiles of Australia by John Beaufoy. A title of interest to all naturalists interested in
vertebrates is the brand-new Weylin Field Guide: Tracks of Western European Animals, published by the Dutch organisation Weylin Tracking.

For entomologists we have three major field guides this month: The World Biodiversity Association has just published
Grasshoppers & Crickets of Italy: A Photographic Field Guide to All the Species, while Bloomsbury will publish both
Field Guide to the Caterpillars of Great Britain and Ireland and the second edition of Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa in March.

Botanists will welcome the return of John Poland's highly popular The Vegetative Key to the British Flora. The first edition went out of print some time ago, but the second
edition is expected in December. WILDGuides will publish Britain's Ferns, Clubmosses, Spikemosses, Quillworts and Horsetails: A Field Guide in March, while John
Beaufoy will publish A Naturalist's Guide to the Trees of Sri Lanka this month. Two privately published titles we have added are
The Remarkable Trees of St Albans Revisited and the 3-volume set Mosses of Europe: A Photographic Flora.

For ecologists and conservation biologists there is a range of books coming from the English university presses. Cambridge University Press has announced
Shepherding Nature: The Challenge of Conservation Reliance and River Networks as Ecological Corridors: Species, Populations, Pathogens for March, while Oxford
University Press has revealed Marine Disease Ecology for January. Profile Books will publish the paperback of Tony Juniper's
Rainforest: Dispatches from Earth's Most Vital Frontlines, while Allen Lane has announced Losing Eden: Why Our Minds Need the Wild, both due in March.

To round out this month's selection we have a number of great popular science and nature writing books, all due in March. Oneworld Publications has announced
Some Assembly Required: Decoding Four Billion Years of Life, from Ancient Fossils to DNA, written by Neil Shubin, and then there are four paperback reissues: Frans de
Waal's Mama's Last Hug: Animal Emotions and What They Teach Us about Ourselves from Granta, Guy Shrubsole's
Who Owns England? How We Lost Our Green & Pleasant Land & How to Take It Back from Harper Collins, Barry Lopez's Horizon from Vintage, and John Lewis-
Stempel's Still Water: The Deep Life of the Pond from Black Swan. Finally, Harper Collins has announced the next New Naturalist: Pembrokeshire by Jonathan Mullard,
also due in March.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Beekeeping Study Notes
For the BBKA Microscopy Examination
John D Yates(Author), B Dawn Yates(Author)
This book follows the same style and approach as all the other popular Beekeeping Study
Notes for the BBKA Examinations, the first of which was published in 1990. This third edition
has been updated and prepared by John and Dawn Yates. They need no...

116 pages | 20 colour illustrations | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #248485 2017 9781912271054 £19.99

Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa
Steve Woodhall(Author)
This spectacular new edition of Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa is the only guide to
cover all 671 butterfly species that occur in South Africa. Fully revised and expanded, it
includes notes on size, identification, habitat, flight periods...

352 pages | 1600 colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #247625 Mar-2020 9781472973719 £24.99
Paperback #150657 2005 9781868727247 £12.99

Field Guide to the Caterpillars of Great Britain and Ireland
Phil Sterling(Author), Barry Henwood(Author), Richard Lewington(Illustrator)
This beautifully illustrated field guide covers caterpillars of the moth and butterfly species that
are most likely to be encountered in the British Isles. The helpful introduction includes
information on caterpillar structure and function, behaviour...

352 pages | 100 colour photos, 1000 colour illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #248267 Mar-2020 9781472933560 £29.99
Hardback #248268 Mar-2020 9781472933584 £37.99

The Secret Lives of Garden Bees
Jean Vernon(Author)
A friendly, accessible insight into the weird, but wonderful world of bees in your garden. From
the common or garden bumblebees that nest in bird boxes, compost heaps and mouse holes,
making 'Winnie the Pooh' style honey pots to feed their...

152 pages | 100 colour photos | White Owl (Pen & Sword imprint)

Hardback #236833 Mar-2020 9781526711861 £24.99

Die Wildbienen Deutschlands [The Wild Bees of Germany]
Paul Westrich(Author)
With his work Die Wildbienen Baden-Württembergs, Paul Westrich made wild bees known to
the professional world and the public. This is now followed by this big book on the wild bees of
Germany. Westrich gives detailed descriptions of the habitats...

824 pages | 1700 colour photos, 17 b/w illustrations, 14 tables | Eugen
Ulmer Verlag

Hardback #248515 2019 9783818608804 £105.00
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Natural History

The Joy of Bees
Bees as a Model of Sustainability and Beekeeping as an Experience Involving Nature and
Human History
Paolo Fontana(Author), Paul Tout(Translated by), Richard Jones(Foreword By), Ignazio
Floris(Foreword By), Christy Hemenway(Foreword By)
This book was originally published in Italian in 2017 as Il Piacere delle Api.The Joy of Bees is a
rich and original collection of knowledge on bees presented in the form of analogies,
paraphrases, and exaggerated images, some taken from literary...

752 pages | 32 plates with colour photos; b/w photos. b/w illustrations |
World Biodiversity Association

Hardback #248240 2019 9788894094589 £49.99

Grasshoppers & Crickets of Italy
A Photographic Field Guide to All the Species
Carmine Iorio(Author), Roberto Scherini(Author), Paolo Fontana(Author), Filippo Maria
Buzzetti(Author), Roy MJC Kleukers(Author), Baudewijn Odé(Author), Bruno Massa(Author),
Gianfranco Caoduro(Foreword By), Axel Hochkirch(Foreword By)
Grasshoppers & Crickets of Italy is a photographic field guide to the 384 species of Orthoptera
known from this country. The book is richly illustrated with colour photos of live insects in their
natural surroundings, as well as numerous close-up...

578 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
World Biodiversity Association

Flexibound #248241 2019 9788890332395 £54.99

The Grasshoppers (Caelifera) of Costa Rica and Panama
Charles HF Rowell(Author)
The purpose of this book is to present in condensed form most of what is currently known of
the grasshoppers (Orthoptera Caelifera) of Costa Rica and Panama. That this goal can be
even contemplated by a single author is a sign of how extremely...

611 pages | 92 plates with colour illustrations; b/w illustrations, b/w
distribution maps | Orthopterists' Society

Paperback #248457 2013 9780615909042 £69.99

Caribbean Crickets
Daniel Otte(Author), Daniel E Pérez-Gelabert(Author)
This book represents the first comprehensive assessment of the fauna of Caribbean crickets to
date. It treats 585 cricket species, of which 458 are described as new species. Of the total 539
island species, 420 species are new to science. An...

792 pages | Orthopterists' Society

Paperback #248463 2009 9781929014101 £69.99

Beekeeping Study Notes for the Basic and Intermediate Examinations of the FIBKA
B Dawn Yates(Author)
The FIBKA is the Federation of Irish Beekeepers Associations. This book addresses each topic
in the FIBKA Basic and Intermediate Examinations with a view to assisting those studying on
their own informally at home. The syllabus is a long one with...

180 pages | Peacock Press

Paperback #248498 2015 9781908904720 £16.50

Mollusca of the Dahab Region
Hubert Blatterer(Author)
The molluscan fauna of the Dahab region on the southeast coast of the Sinai Peninsula in
Egypt was studied during 13 visits between 2003 and 2018. Initially this effort was to provide
students and researchers with a reference collection of this...

480 pages | 225 plates with 4570+ colour photos; 320+ colour photos |
Biologiezentrum

Hardback #248511 2019 £120.00

Mollusca (Weichtiere): Beiträge zur Kulturgeschichte, Forschung und Sammlungen aus
Österreich [Molluscs: Contributions to Cultural history, Research and Collections from
Austria]
Erna Aescht(Editor)
The molluscs (class Mollusca) – which encompass amongst others the snails, shells and
cephalopods – are one of the most successful classes in the animal kingdom. Their diversity of
about 82,000 species is surpassed only by the...

688 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations |
Biologiezentrum

Hardback #248512 2019 £94.99

The Alpheidae from China seas
Crustacea: Decapoda: Caridea
Zhong-Li Sha(Author), Yan-Rong Wang(Author), Dong-Ling Cui(Author)
As one of the largest crustacean families within the Caridea, the Alpheidae have attracted
much attention for its species richness, especially on coral reefs. The Alpheidae are one of the
most abundant decapods in tropical and subtropical areas, with...

661 pages | 200 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248613 Jan-2020 9789811506475 £179.99

Rainforest
Dispatches from Earth's Most Vital Frontlines
Tony Juniper(Author)
Rainforests are the lungs of our planet – regulators of the earth's temperature and weather.
They are also home to 50 per cent of the world's animals and plants – which for centuries have
been the source of many of our key...

464 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w maps | Profile
Books

Paperback #244425 Mar-2020 9781781256374 £10.99
Hardback #234945 2018 9781781256367 £16.99

British Columbia
A Natural History of Its Origins, Ecology, and Diversity with a New Look at Climate Change
Richard Cannings(Author), Sydney Cannings(Author)
This revised and expanded edition of an award-winning book not only explores British
Columbia's stunning ecology but also features an increased focus on climate change. With
expanded sections on the province's geological history, updated...

384 pages | colour photos, illustrations, maps | Greystone Books

Paperback #248590 2015 9781771640732 £23.99

Bradt Wildlife Guide: Australian Wildlife
Stella Martin(Author)
A new, thoroughly updated second edition of Bradt's Australian Wildlife, covering habitats,
mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates, the marine environment and where to go.
Wildlife writer Stella Martin combines the encyclopaedic...

288 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #247848 Mar-2020 9781784773458 £16.99
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The Story of the British and their Weather
From Frost Fairs to Indian Summers
Patrick Nobbs(Author)
The British weather. Subject of endless complaint, small-talk saviour of the British public,
famously changeable. We all feel we know it well, as a largely benign and gentle backdrop to
our lives. But how well do we really know it? The real story of...

331 pages | 16 plates with 40 colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations
| Amberley Publishing

Paperback #248448 2016 9781445655444 £9.99

Pembrokeshire
Jonathan Mullard(Author)
This lushly illustrated and fully comprehensive book about the wildlife, landscapes and history
of Pembrokeshire is a much-anticipated addition to the New Naturalist series and reveals the
incredible wealth of biodiversity present in the...

464 pages | colour photos | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #236816 Mar-2020 9780008112820 £27.99
Hardback #236817 Mar-2020 9780008112806 £47.99

Horizon
Barry H Lopez(Author)
From the National Book Award-winning author of the now-classic Arctic Dreams, a vivid, poetic,
capacious work that recollects the travels around the world and the encounters – human,
animal, and natural – that have shaped an extraordinary...

572 pages | b/w maps | Vintage

Paperback #247827 Mar-2020 9781529111248 £10.99
Hardback #245049 2019 9781847925770 £24.99

Who Owns England?
How We Lost Our Green & Pleasant Land & How to Take It Back
Guy Shrubsole(Author)
Who owns England?Behind this simple question lies this country's oldest and darkest secret.
This is the history of how England's elite came to own our land – from aristocrats and the
church to businessmen and corporations – and an...

384 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations; b/w
maps, tables | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #247575 Mar-2020 9780008321710 £9.99
Hardback #246085 2019 9780008321673 £16.99

Where to Watch Wildlife in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
David Chapman(Author)
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly offer enormous potential to anyone interested in wildlife. In this
book – illustrated with 276 of his stunning photographs of places and species – David
Chapman shares his knowledge of where to see the...

276 colour photos | Tor Mark Press

Paperback #247179 2019 9780850252002 £14.99

The Sun Is a Compass
A 4,000-Mile Journey into the Alaskan Wilds
Caroline Van Hemert(Author)
During graduate school, as she conducted experiments on the peculiarly misshapen beaks of
chickadees, ornithologist Caroline Van Hemert began to feel stifled in the isolated, sterile
environment of the lab. Worried that she was losing her passion for...

320 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; 5 b/w illustrations | Little, Brown
and Company

Paperback #247645 Mar-2020 9780316414449 £14.99
Hardback #247644 2019 9780316414425 £19.99

A Naturalist in the Amazon
The Journals and Writings of Henry Walter Bates
Henry Walter Bates(Author)
Beauitfully presented facsimile reproductions of the drawings and notes of pioneering
entomologist Henry Walter Bates documenting his 11-year-long travels in the Amazon in the
mid-1850s.This charming book showcases the two journals produced by...

128 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #248174 Mar-2020 9780565094621 £14.99

The Correspondence of Charles Darwin, Volume 27: 1879
Charles Darwin(Author), Frederick Burkhardt(Editor), James A Secord(Editor), The Editors of
the Darwin Correspondence Project(Editor)
This volume is part of the definitive edition of letters written by and to Charles Darwin, the most
celebrated naturalist of the nineteenth century. Notes and appendixes put these fascinating
and wide-ranging letters in context, making the letters...

898 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #248304 Oct-2019 9781108493758 £94.99

Losing Eden
Why Our Minds Need the Wild
Lucy Jones(Author)
Today many of us live indoor lives, disconnected from the natural world as never before. And
yet nature remains deeply ingrained in our language, culture and consciousness. For
centuries, we have acted on an intuitive sense that we need communion...

256 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #248396 Mar-2020 9780241441534 £19.99

George Stubbs: 'All Done from Nature'
Anthony Spira(Editor), Martin Postle(Editor), Paul Bonaventura(Editor)
George Stubbs: 'All Done from Nature' presents the first significant overview of Stubbs's work
in Britain for more than 10 years and brings together 100 paintings, drawings and publications,
from the National Gallery's Whistlejacket...

232 pages | colour illustrations | Paul Holberton Publishing

Hardback #248458 Oct-2019 9781911300687 £34.99

Southeast Asia Wildlife
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Animals
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
Southeast Asia, as covered in this guide, includes Myanmar, Malaysia, Laos, Thailand,
Vietnam, Sumatra, Borneo, Cambodia, & the Philippines. From incredible mountains to lush
mangroves, a vast range of wildlife can be found throughout this...

12 pages | colour illustrations, 1 colour map | Waterford Press

Unbound #248467 2015 9781583559628 £8.99

Tip of the Iceberg
My 3,000-Mile Journey around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier
Mark Adams(Author)
In 1899, railroad magnate Edward H. Harriman organized a most unusual summer voyage to
the wilds of Alaska: He converted a steamship into a luxury "floating university", populated by
some of America's best and brightest scientists and...

336 pages | 1 illustration | Dutton Books

Paperback #248549 2019 9781101985120 £12.99
Hardback #248548 2018 9781101985106 £23.99
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Reference

Conservation & Biodiversity

Reptiles & Amphibians in Contemporary Art
E Ashley Rooney(Author), Kim Diment(Foreword By), Carel P Brest van Kempen(Introduction
By)
The reptiles and amphibians surrounding us are more than 17,000 species of fascinating and
beautiful wildlife that many of us usually ignore. In this colourfully illustrated book, 20 artists
have taken those cold-blooded animals as inspiration and...

112 pages | colour photos & colour illustrations | Schiffer

Hardback #248598 2017 9780764354441 £22.99

Weylin Field Guide: Tracks of Western European Animals
The Tracks of More Than 100 Mammals, Invertebrates, Reptiles and Birds
Jeroen Kloppenburg(Author), Nancy Jennings(Translated by)
Are you searching for a field guide that can aid you in identifying tracks? The Weylin Field
Guide: Tracks of West European Animals is compact, easy to carry in your backpack and
convenient in the field. Clear illustrations present tracks as found...

76 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Weylin Tracking

Spiralbound #248610 2019 9789082658743 £19.99

Chasing Cheetahs
The Race to Save Africa's Fastest Cat
Sy Montgomery(Author), Nic Bishop(Illustrator)
Since 1900, the number of cheetahs has plummeted from more than 100,000 to fewer than
10,000. At the Cheetah Conservation Fund's (CCF) African headquarters in Namibia, Laurie
Marker and her team work to save these stunning creatures from...

75 pages | colour photos | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Paperback #248632 2017 9781328740892 £13.99
Hardback #248631 2014 9780547815497 £21.99

Land of Wondrous Cold
The Race to Discover Antarctica and Unlock the Secrets of Its Ice
Gillen D'Arcy Wood(Author)
Antarctica, the ice kingdom hosting the South Pole, looms large in the human imagination. The
secrets of this vast frozen desert have long tempted explorers, but its brutal climate and glacial
shores notoriously resist human intrusion. Land of...

304 pages | 24 b/w illustrations, 12 maps | Princeton University Press

Hardback #248657 Mar-2020 9780691172200 £21.99

The Elements of Style (International Edition)
William Strunk, Jr.(Author), EB White(Author), Roger Angell(Foreword By), Charles
Osgood(Afterword by)
You know the authors' names. You recognize the title. You've probably used this book yourself.
This is The Elements of Style, the classic style manual, now in a fourth edition.The revisions to
the new edition are purposely kept minimal in...

105 pages | no illustrations | Pearson Education

Paperback #248455 2013 9781292026640 £10.99

Oxford Atlas of the World
The only world atlas updated annually, guaranteeing that users will find the most current
geographic information, Oxford's Atlas of the World is the most authoritative atlas on the
market. Full of crisp, clear cartography of urban areas and...

448 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Oxford
University Press USA

Hardback #248573 2019 9780190065812 £79.99

Oxford Dictionary of Chemistry
Jonathan Law(Editor), Richard Rennie(Editor)
Oxford Dictionary of Chemistry is a popular and authoritative guide to all aspects of its
discipline. With over 5,000 entries, its broad coverage includes physical chemistry and
biochemistry, and is heavily informed by the most current research.For...

640 pages | ~200 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #248542 Feb-2020 9780198841227 £13.99

Chasing the Sun
How the Science of Sunlight Shapes our Bodies and Minds
Linda Geddes(Author)
The full story of how our relationship with the sun shapes our health, productivity and moodOur
ancestors constructed vast monuments like Stonehenge and Pyramids of Egypt and Central
America to keep track of the sun and celebrate the annual cycle of...

240 pages | no illustrations | Profile Books

Paperback #248603 2019 9781781258330 £8.99

Systems Biology: A Very Short Introduction
Eberhard O Voit(Author)
Systems biology came about as growing numbers of engineers and scientists from other fields
created algorithms which supported the analysis of biological data in incredible quantities.
Whereas biologists of the past had been forced to study one item...

144 pages | 29 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #247860 Mar-2020 9780198828372 £8.99

Something Deeply Hidden
Quantum Worlds and the Emergence of Spacetime
Sean Carroll(Author)
Sean Carroll, theoretical physicist and one of this world's most celebrated writers on science,
rewrites the history of 20th century physics. Already hailed as a masterpiece, Something
Deeply Hidden shows for the first time that facing up to the...

347 pages | ~50 b/w illustrations | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #248474 2019 9781786076335 £19.99

Analytical Chemistry for Cultural Heritage
Rocco Mazzeo(Editor)
The series Topics in Current Chemistry Collections presents critical reviews from the journal
Topics in Current Chemistry organized in topical volumes. The scope of coverage is all areas
of chemical science including the interfaces with related...

364 pages | 84 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #248540 2018 9783319849898 £249.99
Hardback #248539 2017 9783319528021 £249.99

International Zoo Yearbook 52: Conservation of Great Apes
Fiona A Fisken(Editor)
This volume of the International Zoo Yearbook aims to address the plight of some of the most
charismatic and iconic animals we know – the non-human great apes – and to showcase the
work carried out by zoological institutions, sanctuaries...

505 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables |
Zoological Society of London

Paperback #246378 Mar-2020 £49.99
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Ornithology

Shepherding Nature
The Challenge of Conservation Reliance
J Michael Scott(Author), Dale D Goble(Author), John A Wiens(Author), Beatrice Van
Horne(Author)
Globally, more and more species are at risk of extinction as the environment and climate
change. Many of these species require long-term management to persist – they are
conservation-reliant. The magnitude of this challenge requires a...

350 pages | 57 colour & 62 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #248319 Mar-2020 9781108421829 £69.99
Hardback #248318 Mar-2020 9781108434331 £29.99

Rewilding
ECOS Writing on Wildland and Conservation Values
Peter Taylor(Editor)
ECOS: A Review of Conservation is the open access journal produced by BANC, the British
Association of Nature Conservationists. This book compiles over 60 articles from 20 authors on
the issues of 'rewilding' in nature conservation.

491 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Ethos UK

Hardback #248483 2011 9780954706425 £44.99

The Conservation of Ecosystems and Species
Gareth E Jones(Author)
Originally published in 1987, The Conservation of Ecosystems and Species examines
conservation as a major world issue for governments, industrialists and the general public. The
need for conservation has become more urgent as human activity continues...

292 pages | Routledge

Hardback #248535 Dec-2019 9780367416751 £99.99

Making Ecologies on Private Land
Conservation Practice in Rural-Amenity Landscapes
Benjamin Cooke(Author), Ruth Lane(Author)
Making Ecologies on Private Land explores conservation practices on private land, based on
research conducted with landholders in the hinterlands of Melbourne, Australia. It examines
how conservation is pursued as an intimate interaction between...

109 pages | 5 colour & 6 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #248536 Oct-2019 9783030312176 £44.99

Saving Wild
Inspiration from 50 Leading Conservationists
Lori Robinson(Editor), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
According to scientists, we are entering the sixth great mass extinction event. Full of inspiration
and hope, Saving Wild is an antidote for anyone who suffers from ecological despair over the
current state of our planets wildlife and wild places....

174 pages | Laurie Robinson (privately published)

Paperback #248555 2016 9780996548649 £9.55

Remote Sensing of Plant Biodiversity
Jeannine Cavender-Bares(Editor), John Gamon(Editor), Philip Townsend(Editor)
This volume aims to methodologically improve our understanding of biodiversity by linking
disciplines that incorporate remote sensing, and uniting data and perspectives in the fields of
biology, landscape ecology, and geography. Remote Sensing of...

684 pages | 102 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248650 Feb-2020 9783030331566 £44.99

Conservation Genetics in Mammals
Integrative Research Using Novel Approaches
Jorge Ortega Reyes(Editor), Jesus E Maldonado(Editor)
Conservation Genetics in Mammals focuses on the use of molecular tools to study small
populations of rare and endangered mammals, and presents case studies that apply an
evolutionary framework to address innovative questions in the emerging field of...

350 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #248653 Dec-2019 9783030333331 £119.99

Die Eulen Europas: Biologie, Kennzeichen, Bestande [The Owls of Europe: Biology,
Characteristics, Populations]
Theodor Mebs(Author), Wolfgang Scherzinger(Author)
Owls are not only fascinating birds, they also impress us with their extraordinary adaptations as
hunters of the night. In this German standard work, all 13 species of owls occurring in Europe
are presented. It is a identification guide, reference...

416 pages | 325 colour photos, 6 b/w photos, colour distribution maps |
Kosmos Verlag

Hardback #247972 Mar-2020 9783440159842 £89.99

Birdwatching Walks in Bowland
David Hindle(Author), John Wilson(Author)
The county of Lancashire has at its heart a real gem. Boasting fells, marshes, moorland, rivers,
rich woodlands and ancient picturesque settlements, the Forest of Bowland provides a
wonderful variety of habitats for an amazing array of birds, some of...

192 pages | 32 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Palatine
Books

Paperback #248449 2016 9781910837054 £9.99

Birds of Ireland
Gordon D'Arcy(Author)
Ireland possesses an astonishing variety of birdlife, not only in the countryside and on the
coast, but also in the towns, city centres and suburbs. This guide describes over 120 of the
most widespread species. Each is delightfully illustrated in...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Appletree Press

Paperback #248586 2019 9781847581716 £4.99

Photographing Birds Of Prey
The Art of Identifying & Documenting Raptors
Forestry Commission (FC)
In this beautifully illustrated book, acclaimed nature photographer Scott Joshua Dere gives bird
lovers and photographers the tools they need to find and document raptors in their natural
habitats. There are many types of raptors to be seen, and each...

128 pages | 180 colour photos | Amherst Media

Paperback #248480 Dec-2019 9781682034248 £30.99

Birds of Saskatchewan
Alan R Smith(Editor), C Stuart Houston(Editor), J Frank Roy(Editor)
A full-colour, comprehensive look at all of the birds that call Saskatchewan home. 437 species
of birds are documented in this 768-page compendium, a result of over ten years of work and
several lifetimes of observation, research, and writing. Birds...

768 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Nature Saskatchewan

Hardback #248426 2019 9781565812314 £89.99
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A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Costa Rica
Steve Bird(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 280 bird species most commonly seen in Costa
Rica is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality photographs from one of the country's
top nature photographers are accompanied by detailed...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #248644 Oct-2019 9781912081028 £11.99

Homing
On Pigeons, Dwellings and Why We Return
Jon Day(Author)
As a boy, Jon Day was fascinated by pigeons, which he used to rescue from the streets of
London. Twenty years later he moved away from the city centre to the suburbs to start a family.
But in moving house, he began to lose a sense of what it means to...

352 pages | John Murray

Paperback #246055 Mar-2020 9781473635401 £9.99
Hardback #246040 2019 9781473635388 £16.99

Birdsong for the Curious Naturalist
Your Guide to Listening
Donald E Kroodsma(Author)
Birdsong made easy to understand, lavishly illustrated with colour photos, and accompanied
by more than 700 online recordings.

208 pages | colour photos | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #247790 Mar-2020 9781328919113 £28.99

How Birds Behave
Discover the Mysteries of What Backyard Birds Do 365 Days of the Year
Sharon Sorenson(Author)
A well-documented, beautifully photographed, year-long daily account of what common
backyard bird species do and how their behaviours change over the course of a year. Guided
by an experienced birder, you'll know what to look for and how to...

320 pages | 382 colour photos | Stackpole Books

Paperback #247963 Apr-2020 9780811738637 £23.95

Finding Birds in Eastern Bulgaria
Dave Gosney(Author)
This new addition to Dave Gosney's Finding Birds series is based mostly on his observations
in Bulgaria in 2019. It replaces his previous book, Finding Birds in Bulgaria, covering most of
the same sites but now with much more detail and many...

40 pages | b/w maps | Easybirder

Paperback #248427 2019 9781907316593 £8.50

Finding Birds in South-East Romania
Dave Gosney(Author)
This new addition to Dave Gosney's Finding Birds series is based mostly on his observations
in Romania in April to June 2019. It replaces his previous book, Finding Birds in Romania,
covering all the same sites but now with much more detail and...

40 pages | b/w maps | Easybirder

Paperback #248429 2019 9781907316586 £8.50

Teach Yourself Bird Watching
The Classic Guide to Ornithology
George E Hyde(Author)
With a few sorry exceptions, it's heartening to think that the gardener or bird-spotter of the
1950s or 60s would immediately recognise most of the songs that sing out over English
gardens today. For the amateur ornithologist of the twenty first...

192 pages | Teach Yourself Books

Hardback #248439 2017 9781473664135 £7.99

Little Book of Robins
Bill Oddie(Author)
Britain's most popular bird as seen through the eyes of Britain's most popular birdwatcher.
Making the ideal stocking-filler for anyone at Christmas, this small gift book celebrates Britain's
National Bird – the ever-popular Robin....

176 pages | colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Hardback #248461 2019 9781925546323 £14.99

Finding Birds in Orkney
Harold Stiver(Author)
Orkney contains some of the most amazing bird species in the world and this guide will help
the visitor to find them.It is designed to do this in three different ways:1. A summary of some of
the best areas, how to get there and what birds you might...

138 pages | Harold Stiver Publishing

Paperback #248468 2014 9781927835173 £14.50

Yucatan Birds
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species of the Yucatan Peninsula
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
With more a thousand species of birds occurring in Mexico and its neighbours, visitors to any
area of Mexico will need a handy guide to the region's bird species. Birdwatchers will find
examples of both temperate-zone and tropical species. Very...

12 pages | colour illustrations, 1 colour map | Waterford Press

Unbound #248471 2016 9781620051955 £8.99

A Guide to Birdwatching in the Lake District and the Coast of Cumbria
David Watson(Author), Rosemary Watson(Illustrator)
lf you are just becoming aware of the magic of birdwatching, this is for you, and the Lake
District and coast of Cumbria is the perfect place to start.Lavishly illustrated with original
photographs and maps, this well-structured simple guide is in...

112 pages | 201 colour, 31 maps | Photoprint Scotland

Paperback #248493 2011 9780955943881 £7.99

The Birdwatcher's Yearbook 2020
Neil Gartshore(Author)
Since it was first published in 1981, The Birdwatcher’s Yearbook has been a one stop shop for
up-to-date and verified information for birdwatchers of every skill level and depth of interest.
The 2020 version has:- the latest Checklists for...

328 pages | b/w illustrations, two-tone maps | Calluna Books

Paperback #248494 Oct-2019 9780993347740 £17.99

Birds of California Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Make bird watching in California even more enjoyable. With Stan Tekiela's field guide, bird
identification is simple and informative. There's no need to look through dozens of photos of
birds that don't live in California. Birds of...

432 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Adventure Publications

Paperback #248518 2003 9781591930310 £19.99
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Botany

Irish Birds
A Compact Illustrated Guide to Ireland's Nature and a Valuable Aid to Identification
Gordon D'Arcy(Author)
Described in Irish Birds are over 120 land and water birds that can be found throughout the
country. Ranging from ocean-going sea birds to hedgerow favourites and seasonal visitors to
birds who have become city dwellers. Each is delightfully...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Appletree Press

Hardback #248545 2018 9781847581549 £8.99

Reader's Digest North American Birds
An Illustrated Guide to More Than 600 Species
Editors of Reader's Digest(Editor)
Reader's Digest North American Birds celebrates the hundreds of species that spend at least
part of the year in the United States or Canada. It includes some 600 species in all and the 8
chapters are organized by type and habitat. Each page...

576 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Reader's
Digest

Paperback #248550 2012 9781606525081 £22.99

Natural Ireland (3-Volume Set)
Birds - Wild Flowers - Trees And Shrubs
Gordon D'Arcy(Author), Ruth Isabel Ross(Author), Peter Wyse-Jackson(Author)
A new and thriving interest is being taken in Irish nature, and this boxed set of beautifully
bound guides will become a classic reference set for people of different ages and stages who
wish to discover more about Ireland's birds, wild flowers,...

384 pages | colour illustrations | Appletree Press

Hardback #248587 2018 9781847581532 £25.99

Birds of Texas Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Make bird watching in Texas even more enjoyable. With Stan Tekiela's famous field guide, bird
identification is simple and informative. There's no need to look through dozens of photos of
birds that don't live in Texas. This book features...

436 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #248593 2004 9781591930457 £19.99

Birds of Alaska Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Make bird watching in Alaska even more enjoyable. With Stan Tekiela's famous field guide,
bird identification is simple and informative. There's no need to look through dozens of photos
of birds that don't live in Alaska. This book...

396 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #248594 2005 9781591930969 £18.99

Bird
Erik Anderson(Author)
Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of
ordinary things.Hope, as Emily Dickinson famously wrote, is the thing with feathers. Erik
Anderson, on the other hand, regards our obsession with birds as too...

160 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #248602 Mar-2020 9781501353352 £9.99

Birder on Berry Lane
Three Acres, Twelve Months, Thousands of Birds
Robert Tougias(Author)
A month-by-month guide to the birds that flock to the peaceful New England backyard of a
noted writer, birder, and naturalist.Robert Tougias's house on Berry Lane may look like a
typical Connecticut suburban home, but as his fascinating year-long...

224 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Imagine Publishing

Hardback #248621 Mar-2020 9781623545413 £19.99

The Vegetative Key to the British Flora
A New Approach to Plant Identification
John Poland(Author), Eric Clement(Author)
Following rigorous testing throughout Britain and Ireland over the last 10 years, this second
edition is a much revised version with re-written keys, additional species, phenology and, of
course, many new novel identification characters. A few new...

556 pages | 24 plates with colour illustrations; b/w line drawings | John
Poland (privately published)

Paperback #247831 Dec-2019 9780956014429 £24.99

Braiding Sweetgrass
Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants
Robin Wall Kimmerer(Author)
An inspired weaving of indigenous knowledge, plant science, and personal narrative from a
distinguished professor of science and a Native American whose previous book, Gathering
Moss, was awarded the John Burroughs Medal for outstanding nature...

392 pages | no illustrations | Penguin Books

Paperback #248221 Mar-2020 9780141991955 £9.99
Paperback #216735 2014 9781571313560 £11.99
Hardback #209392 2013 9781571313355 £17.99

Britain's Ferns, Clubmosses, Spikemosses, Quillworts and Horsetails
A Field Guide
James Merryweather(Author)
This is a comprehensive, lavishly illustrated and user-friendly photographic identification guide
to the fifty-seven ferns and seventeen other pteridophytes that occur in Britain. It is the perfect
companion for botanists, naturalists, professional...

240 pages | 700+ colour photos | WILDGuides

Paperback #246574 Mar-2020 9780691180397 £14.99

Native Trees and Shrubs of the Hawaiian Islands
An Extensive Study Guide
Samuel H Lamb(Author)
Originally published in 1981. This extensive study gives botanical data about the trees and
shrubs of Hawaii with a clarity that can be easily understood by everyone. The author
describes the plants, gives common names, mainland equivalents –...

162 pages | 200 b/w illustrations | Sunstone Press

Paperback #248430 2019 9780913270912 £17.99

Introduction to Plants in Central Somaliland
Helen Pickering(Author), Ahmed Ibrahim Awale(Author)
Introduction to Plants in Central Somaliland provides an introduction to some of the common
native and naturalised plants found in Central Somaliland. A brief discussion of its major
environmental zones is followed by a photographic guide to the...

144 pages | colour illustrations | Ponte Invisible (Redsea Cultural
Foundation)

Paperback #248442 2018 9788888934570 £34.99
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Mammals

Wild Flowers of Sark
Susan Synnott(Author)
Sark, parts of the Channel Islands off the coast of Normandy, France, is a showcase of wild
flowers growing naturally as, unlike other parts of Europe, the island has no intensive farming.
The hedgebanks have been retained, the fields are small and...

224 pages | colour photos | La Société Sercquaise

Paperback #248464 2011 9781906641252 £14.99

The World Encyclopedia of Wild Flowers and Flora
An Authoritative Guide to More Than 750 Wild Flowers of the World, Beautifully Illustrated with
More Than 1750 Specially Commissioned Watercolours, Photographs and Maps
Michael Lavelle(Author)
This lavishly illustrated and accessible reference book provides a comprehensive guide to the
world of wild flowers and flora – including trees, shrubs, herbs, cacti, weeds, grasses, aquatic
plants and mosses. The World Encyclopedia of Wild...

256 pages | 1750 colour photos, colour illustrations and colour
distribution maps | Hermes House

Paperback #248470 2018 9781782142140 £6.99

Plant-Pathogenic Acidovorax Species
Saul Burdman(Editor), Ronald R Walcott(Editor)
Research goes back more than 100 years for some genera of plant-pathogenic bacteria, and a
lot is known about the diseases they cause, including how to manage them. The opposite is
true of the genus Acidovorax. Acidovorax pathogens and diseases have...

200 pages | 46 illustrations | American Phytopathological Society

Hardback #248521 2018 9780890546055 £310.00

Cucumber Mosaic Virus
Peter Palukaitis(Editor), Fernando García-Arenal(Editor)
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) has the broadest host range of any virus, and among the
1,000-plus host plants it affects are economically important food crops such as tomato, pepper,
and lettuce. New species of host plants are being identified every...

380 pages | illustrations | American Phytopathological Society

Hardback #248522 2018 9780890546093 £325.00

Mosses of Europe: A Photographic Flora (3-Volume Set)
Michael Lüth(Author)
This three-volume set shows about 1,250 moss taxa of Europe, illustrated with more than
10,000 colour photos, that show habitats in the context of the landscape, as well as
macroscopic and microscopic images of the most important morphological...

1360 pages | 10,000+ colour photos | Michael Lüth (privately published)

Hardback #248579 2019 9783000629525 £169.00

Irish Wild Flowers
A Compact Illustrated Guide to Ireland's Nature and a Valuable Aid to Identification
Ruth Isabel Ross(Author)
Irish Wild Flowers is an attractive guide to around 80 species of plant found throughout the
country. Each flower is beautifully illustrated in colour. This volume is divided by season into
three sections to help make identification easy. Flowers are...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Appletree Press

Hardback #248597 2018 9781847581556 £8.99

Fascicles of Flora of India, Fascicle 29
Araceae
K Sasikala(Author), E Vajravelu(Author), P Daniel(Author), VJ Nair(Editor), P Singh(Editor)
Volume 29 deals with a taxonomic revision of the family Araceae in India.

357 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Botanical Survey of India

Hardback #248638 2019 9788193475867 £44.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Trees of Sri Lanka
Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne(Author)
A photographic identification guide to 125 tree species most commonly seen in Sri Lanka,
perfect for resident and visitor alike. Over 350 high quality photographs from Sri Lanka's top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | 350+ colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #248639 Oct-2019 9781912081486 £11.99

The Remarkable Trees of St Albans Revisited
Kate Bretherton(Author), Donato Cinicolo(Illustrator), David Curry(Foreword By)
After the sell out success of the first edition of The Remarkable Trees of St Albans, the author
has revised and updated this book with more information, facts and reasons why we should
love trees – especially those in the City and District of...

320 pages | 250 colour photos | Hello Trees

Paperback #248641 2018 9780992799465 £14.95

The Spotted Hyena
A Study of Predation and Social Behaviour
Hans Kruuk(Author)
In this seminal study, originally published in 1972, Hans Kruuk redefines the image of the
spotted hyena, not as a common scavenger, but as a complex matriarchal predator with links to
human evolution. The Spotted Hyena is the first study to capture...

336 pages | 58 b/w plates, line drawings, tables, maps | Echo Point
Books & Media

Paperback #248591 2014 9781626549050 £34.99

Elephants
Birth, Life, and Death in the World of the Giants
Hannah Mumby(Author)
What Jane Goodall did for chimpanzees, international ecologist and conservation scientist
Hannah Mumby now does for elephants in this compelling, eye-opening account that brings
into focus this species remarkably similar to humans – and makes a...

304 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | William Collins (Harper Collins
imprint)

Hardback #248301 Mar-2020 9780062987860 £29.99

Orca
The Day the Great White Sharks Disappeared
Richard Peirce(Author)
Great White sharks, attracted by an offshore seal colony, have brought success to the adjacent
fishing village of Gansbaai along the southern African coast. A flourishing shark cage diving
industry has sprung up, bringing jobs and money, and so...

144 pages | colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #248438 2019 9781775846420 £9.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

One of Us
A Biologist's Walk Among Bears
Barrie K Gilbert(Author), Kaylene Johnson-Sullivan(Editor), Shea Wyatt(Illustrator)
Barrie Gilbert's fascination with grizzly bears almost got him killed in Yellowstone National
Park. He recovered, returned to fieldwork and devoted the next several decades to
understanding and protecting these often-maligned giants. He has spent...

264 pages | colour photos | FriesensPress

Paperback #248481 2019 9781525548512 £15.49
Hardback #248482 2019 9781525548505 £23.50

National Geographic Pocket Guide to the Mammals of North America
Catherine Herbert Howell(Author), Jared Travnicek(Illustrator)
Geared to meet the same standards of excellence as our previous pocket guides, National
Geographic Pocket Guide to the Mammals of North America is tailored to the needs of an eager
beginner. Affordable and authoritative, this entry-level field guide...

184 pages | colour photos | National Geographic Maps

Paperback #248497 2016 9781426216480 £8.99

On a Rising Tide
A Photographic Celebration of Britain's Largest Bottlenose Dolphins
Charlie Philips(Author), Simon King(Foreword By)
Winner of the 2016 Scottish Nature Photography Award, this book shows you bottlenose
dolphins as you've never seen them before; a photographic study by the man who knows them
best, accompanied by his insights into the lives of these amazing...

112 pages | ~100 colour photos | Ness Publishing

Hardback #248526 2015 9781906549909 £27.50

Sheep
The Remarkable Story of the Humble Animal That Built the Modern World
Alan Butler(Author)
What was the most important step in civilization? Alan Butler's answer is that it was when we
began capturing wild sheep, domesticating and breeding them.Sheep were the mainstay of
ancient cultures, by far the most important of the domesticated...

224 pages | Illustrations | O Books

Paperback #248546 2010 9781846943812 £9.99

Death and Compassion
The Elephant in Southern African Literature
Dan Wylie(Author)
Elephants are in dire straits – again. They were virtually extirpated from much of Africa by
European hunters in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but their numbers resurged for a
while in the heyday of late-colonial conservation efforts...

280 pages | Wits University Press

Paperback #248608 2018 9781776142187 £31.50

Evolution, Ecology and Conservation of Lorises and Pottos
KAI Nekaris(Editor), Anne M Burrows(Editor)
Furry and wide-eyed, lorises and pottos are small, nocturnal primates inhabiting African, Asian
and Southeast Asian tropical and subtropical forests. Their likeable appearance, combined with
their unusual adaptations – from a marked reduction...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #248617 Mar-2020 9781108429023 £69.99

Of Bears and Men
Conclusions of the 1st International Bear Meeting IBear
Peter Schlup(Editor), Stefan T Hertwig(Editor)
Bears are among the most fascinating animals on our planet. They long since have played an
important role in the mysticism of ancient cultures and even today bears arouse strong
emotions – both positive and negative. Their survival and gradual...

153 pages | 121 illustrations, 5 tables | Verlag Paul Haupt

Hardback #248643 Oct-2019 9783258081458 £54.99

Urban Ecology Studies of the Amphibians and Reptiles in the City of Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Ivelin A Mollov(Author)
This book summarizes all available knowledge about the species composition and spatial
distribution of amphibians and reptiles in the city of Plovdiv, in South Bulgaria. It also traces the
dynamics of their populations and communities, along the...

199 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #248532 Nov-2019 9781527538184 £78.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Reptiles of Australia
Peter Rowland(Author), Chris Farrell(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 280 reptile species most commonly seen in
Australia is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality photographs from Australia's top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | 350+ colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #248640 Oct-2019 9781912081035 £11.99
Paperback #237036 2017 9781912081684 £11.99

Venomous Snakes of Australia and Oceania / Giftschlangen Australiens und Ozeaniens
Luke Allen(Author), Gernot Vogel(Author)
This guide describes the venomous snakes found in Australia and Oceania.

168 pages | 656 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Edition
Chimaira

Hardback #247206 Oct-2019 9783899733686 £44.99

The Amphibians of Kenya
Stephen Spawls(Author), Domnick V Wasonga(Author), Robert C Drewes(Author)
This little book covering all of Kenya’s amphibians, with maps for all and pictures for virtually
all, full colour. Primarily aimed at conservation organisations in Kenya, it is intended at field
identification, allowing readers to match the...

55 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Stephen Spawls
(privately published)

Paperback #248537 2019 £6.99

The Lost Giants
A Tale of Tortoises in the Seychelles
Ron Gerlach(Author)
In 1997 a tortoise was found that appeared to be one of the supposedly extinct giant tortoises of
the Seychelles islands. A search for others in captivity found a handful of survivors which were
brought together in a captive breeding programme. The...

88 pages | Phelsuma Press

Paperback #248554 2015 9780993220319 £9.99
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Evolutionary Biology

The Secret Life of Sharks
A Leading Marine Biologist Reveals the Mysteries of Shark Behaviour
A Peter Klimley(Author)
Marine biologist Pete Klimley swims with the sharks. He was one of the first scientists to free-
dive among sharks, and he has spent nearly thirty years studying shark behavior, sometimes
swimming in schools of several hundred sharks. From his...

292 pages | b/w photos | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #248601 2007 9781416578338 £16.99

Coral
A Pessimist in Paradise
Steve Jones(Author)
While writing Coral: A Pessimist in Paradise, Steve Jones had beside him the coral brooch that
his sea captain grandfather brought back across the Indian Ocean as a gift for his wife. This
simple object is a starting point for a dazzling narrative...

256 pages | 6 illustrations | Abacus

Paperback #248451 2008 9780349121475 £9.99

Still Water
The Deep Life of the Pond
John Lewis-Stempel(Author)
The countryside pond is the moorhen's reedy home, the frog's ancient breeding place, the kill
zone of the beautiful dragonfly. More than a hundred rare and threatened fauna and flora
depend on it.Written in gorgeous prose, Still Water tells...

295 pages | no illustrations | Black Swan

Paperback #247559 Mar-2020 9781784162429 £9.99
Hardback #245257 2019 9780857524577 £12.99

Repairing the World's Estuaries
Knowledge, Challenges and the Necessary Success Ahead
Nathan Waltham(Editor)
Repairing the World's Estuaries: Knowledge, Challenges and the Necessary Success Ahead
provides a single resource for the latest research and knowledge in coastal estuary repair; in
particular, project learnings and outcomes. The book has a...

300 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #248530 Mar-2020 9780128138281 £99.95

Marine Disease Ecology
Donald C Behringer(Editor), Brian R Silliman(Editor), Kevin D Lafferty(Editor)
Whether through loss of habitat or cascading community effects, diseases can shape the very
nature of the marine environment. Despite their significant impacts, studies of marine diseases
have tended to lag behind their terrestrial equivalents,...

256 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #248606 Jan-2020 9780198821649 £37.99
Hardback #248607 Jan-2020 9780198821632 £74.99

Polar Night Marine Ecology
Life and Light in the Dead of Night
Jørgen Berge(Editor), Geir Johnsen(Editor), Jonathan H Cohen(Editor)
Until recently, the prevailing view of marine life at high latitudes has been that organisms enter
a general resting state during the dark Polar Night and that the system only awakens with the
return of the sun. Recent research, however, with...

290 pages | 78 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248659 Feb-2020 9783030332075 £109.99

Evolution
Making Sense of Life
Douglas J Emlen(Author), Carl Zimmer(Author)
Evolutionary Biologist, Douglas Emlen and Science Writer, Carl Zimmer continue to improve
their widely-praised evolution textbook. Emlen, an award-winning evolutionary biologist at the
University of Montana, has infused Evolution: Making Sense of...

816 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | W.H.
Freeman & Co. Ltd

Paperback #248353 2019 9781319079864 £190.00

Blueprint
The Evolutionary Origins of a Good Society
Nicholas A Christakis(Author)
A cutting-edge exploration of the ancient roots of goodness in civilization, arguing that our
genes have shaped societies for our welfare and that, in a feedback loop stretching back many
thousands of years, societies have shaped, and are still...

496 pages | Illustrations | Little, Brown and Company

Paperback #247889 Mar-2020 9780316230049 £14.99
Hardback #245472 2019 9780316230032 £29.99

Some Assembly Required
Decoding Four Billion Years of Life, from Ancient Fossils to DNA
Neil Shubin(Author)
Some Assembly Required is a lively and accessible guide to the most momentous
transformations in the history of life – the evolution of fish into land-dwelling creatures, the
origins of birds, how life took the first step from single-celled...

288 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #247509 Mar-2020 9781786078018 £18.99

The Evolutionary Biology of the Human Pelvis
An Integrative Approach
Cara M Wall-Scheffler(Author), Helen K Kurki(Author), Benjamin M Auerbach(Author)
This book provides a synthetic overview of all evidence concerning the evolution of the
morphology of the human pelvis, including comparative anatomy, clinical and experimental
studies, and quantitative evolutionary models. By integrating these lines...

196 pages | 17 b/w illustrations, 5 tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #248128 Feb-2020 9781107199576 £59.99

Handbook of Developmental Social Neuroscience
Michelle de Haan(Editor), Megan R Gunnar(Editor)
Recent years have seen an explosion of research into the physiological and neural bases of
social behavior. This state-of-the science handbook is unique in approaching the topic from a
developmental perspective. Exploring the dynamic relationship...

558 pages | Guilford Publishing

Hardback #248486 2009 9781606231173 £81.99

Wired for Culture
The Natural History of Human Cooperation
Mark Pagel(Author)
What explains the staggering diversity of cultures in the world? Why are there so many
languages, even within small areas? Why do we rejoice in rituals and wrap ourselves in flags?
In Wired for Culture Mark Pagel, the world's leading expert on...

416 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #248505 2013 9780141031606 £12.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Environmental & Social Studies

Neotropical Diversification
Patterns and Processes
Valentí A Rull(Editor), Ana Carolina Carnaval(Editor)
Neotropical Diversification provides a comprehensive overview of the patterns of biodiversity in
various neotropical ecosystems, as well as a discussion on their historical biogeographies and
underlying diversification processes. All chapters were...

150 colour & 150 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248525 Jan-2020 9783030311667 £179.99

Great Lakes Sea Lamprey
The 70 Year War on a Biological Invader
Cory Brant(Author), Jerry Dennis(Foreword By)
The stuff of nightmares in both their looks and the wounds inflicted on their victims, sea
lampreys (Petromyzon marinus) are perhaps the deadliest invasive species to ever enter the
Great Lakes. At the invasion's apex in the mid-20th century,...

200 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; 67 b/w photos, 3 maps |
University of Michigan Press

Hardback #248623 2019 9780472131563 £21.50

Soils of the Past
An Introduction to Paleopedology
Gregory J Retallack(Author)
Ancient soils contain vital mineralogical, geochemical, textural, and palaeontological
information about the continental environments in which they formed. Advances in isotope
geochemistry and sequence-stratigraphic models allow evermore detailed...

534 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #248479 2019 9781119530404 £69.95

Iceland
Thor Thordarson(Author), Ármann Höskuldsson(Author)
A concise and authoritative field guide to an exceptional natural laboratory, this title in the
Classic Geology in Europe series is an essential companion for those visiting Iceland to
observe the Earth in action.Rifting of the crust, volcanic...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, tables |
Dunedin Academic Press

Paperback #245280 Mar-2020 9781780460925 £24.99

Timefulness
How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World
Marcia Bjornerud(Author), Haley Hagerman(Illustrator)
Few of us have any conception of the enormous timescales in our planet's long history, and
this narrow perspective underlies many of the environmental problems we are creating for
ourselves. The passage of nine days, which is how long a drop of...

208 pages | 15 b/w illustrations, tables | Princeton University Press

Paperback #248649 Feb-2020 9780691202631 £13.99
Hardback #241221 2018 9780691181202 £19.99

River Networks as Ecological Corridors
Species, Populations, Pathogens
Andrea Rinaldo(Author), Marino Gatto(Author), Ignacio Rodríguez-Iturbe(Author)
River networks are critically important ecosystems. This interdisciplinary book provides an
integrated ecohydrological framework blending laboratory, field, and theoretical evidence that
changes our understanding of river networks as ecological...

408 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #248371 Mar-2020 9781108477826 £49.99

Thawing Permafrost
Permafrost Carbon in a Warming Arctic
Jacobus van Huissteden(Author)
This book provides a cross-disciplinary overview of permafrost and the carbon cycle by
providing an introduction into the geographical distribution of permafrost, with a focus on the
distribution of permafrost and its soil carbon reservoirs. The...

573 pages | 169 colour & 29 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248523 Dec-2019 9783030313784 £129.99

The Encyclopedia of Earth
A Complete Visual Guide
Michael Allaby(Author), Robert Coenraads(Author), Stephen Hutchinson(Author), Karen
McGhee(Author), John O'Byrne(Author), Ken Rubin(Author)
This sumptuously illustrated, beautifully written encyclopedia, the best book available on the
topic, presents the most up-to-date information about planet Earth in a style and format that will
appeal to an extremely wide range of readers. With...

608 pages | colour photos | University of California Press

Hardback #248600 2008 9780520254718 £44.99

Mathematics Explained for Primary Teachers
Derek Haylock(Author), Ralph Manning(Contributor)
This user-friendly interactive book makes concepts simple and gives you the confidence and
knowledge to learn and teach mathematics to primary children. You can conveniently access
easily digestible content to build and test your knowledge.The SAGE...

504 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Sage Publications

Paperback #248440 2018 9781526455840 £28.99
Hardback #248441 2018 9781526423191 £84.99

Tropical Roots and Tuber Crops
Cassava, Sweet Potato, Yams and Aroids
Vincent Lebot(Author)
Root and tuber crops are important to agriculture, food security and income for 2.2 billion
people in developing countries. These species produce large quantities of dietary energy and
have stable yields under difficult environmental conditions. This...

560 pages | CABI Publishing

Paperback #248462 Nov-2019 9781789243369 £59.99
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History & Other Humanities

Brave New Arctic
The Untold Story of the Melting North
Mark C Serreze(Author)
In the 1990s, researchers in the Arctic noticed that floating summer sea ice had begun
receding. This was accompanied by shifts in ocean circulation and unexpected changes in
weather patterns throughout the world. The Arctic's perennially frozen...

248 pages | 8 plates with 10 colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations;
30 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #248656 Mar-2020 9780691202655 £13.99
Hardback #239354 2018 9780691173993 £19.99

Inconspicuous Consumption
The Environmental Impact You Don't Know You Have
Tatiana Schlossberg(Author)
From a former climate change reporter for the New York Times comes a book to empower
readers to make informed choices and improve their environmental footprint.As we move
toward a more digital society, we might imagine that using less paper or buying...

288 pages | Grand Central Publishing

Paperback #247923 Mar-2020 9781538747070 £13.99
Hardback #245891 2019 9781538747087 £19.99

Fashionopolis
The Price of Fast Fashion & and the Future of Clothes
Dana Thomas(Author)
An investigation into the damage wrought by the colossal clothing industry – and the
grassroots, high tech, international movement fighting to reform it.What should I wear? It's one
of the fundamental questions we ask ourselves every day....

320 pages | Head of Zeus

Paperback #247528 Feb-2020 9781789546088 £8.99
Hardback #247527 2019 9781789546064 £19.99

To Think Like a Mountain
Environmental Challenges in the American West
Niels S Nokkentved(Author)
In the American West, shortsighted human self-interest has resulted in devastating
environmental losses. The fur trade decimated beaver populations, and streams and wetland
ecosystems deteriorated. Though most mining ceased by the late 1920s, water...

256 pages | illustrations | Washington State University Press

Paperback #248434 2019 9780874223682 £29.99

Letters to the Earth
Writing to a Planet in Crisis
Kay Michael(Editor), Jo McInnes(Editor), Emma Thompson(Introduction By)
2019 was the year of rebellion. It was the year nurses, poets, nine-year olds and grandparents
came together to say: we know the truth about climate change – now it is time to act. But what
words describe this crisis? What words can help our...

144 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #248475 Nov-2019 9780008374440 £9.99

Plastic Ocean
How a Sea Captain's Chance Discovery Launched a Determined Quest to Save the Oceans
Charles Moore(Author), Cassandra Phillips(Author)
The researcher who discovered the Great Pacific Garbage Patch – and remains one of today's
key advocates for plastic pollution awareness – inspires a fundamental rethinking of the
modern Plastic Age.In 1997, environmentalist Charles...

374 pages | colour photos | Avery Publishing

Paperback #248476 2012 9781583335017 £19.99

From What Is to What If
Unleashing the Power of Imagination to Create the Future We Want
Rob Hopkins(Author)
The founder of the international Transition Towns movement asks why true creative, positive
thinking is in decline, asserts that it's more important now than ever, and suggests ways our
communities can revive and reclaim it.In these times of deep...

240 pages | Chelsea Green

Hardback #248585 Oct-2019 9781603589055 £19.99

Earth Wars
The Battle for Global Resources
Geoff Hiscock(Author)
The global competition for scarce natural resources that pits the West against the super-hot
economies of China and India, plus a clutch of other contenders including Russia, Brazil, and
Indonesia, has become one of the biggest issues facing the...

304 pages | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #248592 2012 9781118152881 £26.99

The Climate Crisis
South African and Global Democratic Eco-Socialist Alternatives
Vishwas Satgar(Editor)
Capitalism's addiction to fossil fuels is heating our planet at a pace and scale never before
experienced. Extreme weather patterns, rising sea levels and accelerating feedback loops are a
commonplace feature of our lives. The number of...

336 pages | Wits University Press

Paperback #248609 2018 9781776140541 £41.95

Plastic Waste and Recycling
Environmental Impact, Societal Issues, Prevention, and Solutions
Trevor M Letcher(Editor)
Plastic Waste and Recycling: Environmental Impact, Societal Issues, Prevention, and
Solutions begins with an introduction to the different types of plastic materials, their uses, and
the concepts of reduce, reuse and recycle before examining plastic...

800 pages | 100 colour & 200 b/w illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #248651 Mar-2020 9780128178805 £195.00

Move Upstream
A Call to Solve Overpopulation
Karen I Shragg(Author)
Our world is overpopulated. This fact lies outside of the typical activist's perspective and
doesn't fit into society's dominant anthropocentric worldview. When it comes to our use of
natural resources, we are taught to consider issues...

116 pages | b/w illustrations | Freethought House

Paperback #248660 2015 9780988493834 £13.99
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A Cold Welcome
The Little Ice Age and Europe's Encounter with North America
Sam White(Author)
When Europeans first arrived in North America, they faced a cold new world. The average
global temperature had dropped to lows unseen in millennia, and its effects were stark and
unpredictable: blizzards and deep freezes, droughts and famines, and...

350 pages | 2 b/w illustrations, 12 b/w maps | Harvard University Press

Paperback #248615 Feb-2020 9780674244900 £18.95
Hardback #236274 2017 9780674971929 £23.95

Humans versus Nature
A Global Environmental History
Daniel R Headrick(Author)
Since the appearance of Homo sapiens on the planet hundreds of thousands of years ago,
human beings have sought to exploit their environments, extracting as many resources as their
technological ingenuity has allowed. As technologies have advanced in...

624 pages | 22 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #247611 Mar-2020 9780190864729 £25.99
Hardback #247610 Mar-2020 9780190864712 £63.99

Our Gigantic Zoo
A German Quest to Save the Serengeti
Thomas M Lekan(Author)
How did the Seregenti become an internationally renowned African conservation site and one
of the most iconic destinations for a safari?In Our Gigantic Zoo, Thomas M. Lekan illuminates
the controversial origins of this national park by examining how...

352 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #247954 Mar-2020 9780199843671 £25.99

Vernon Bailey
Writings of a Field Naturalist on the Frontier
Vernon Bailey(Author), David J Schmidly(Author)
For the first time, this volume presents Vernon Bailey's correspondences and field notes
spanning the majority of his life and career, collected and annotated by David J. Schmidly.
Born in 1864 and raised on a Minnesota farm, Vernon Bailey became...

450 pages | 64 b/w photos | Texas A & M University Press

Hardback #248450 2019 9781623496791 £47.95

Architects of Structural Biology
Bragg, Perutz, Kendrew, Hodgkin
John Meurig Thomas(Author)
Architects of Structural Biology is an amalgam of memoirs, biography, and intellectual history
of the personalities and single-minded devotion of four scientists who are among the greatest
in modern times. These three chemists and one physicist, all...

320 pages | 19 colour & 38 b/w photos, 36 colour & 45 b/w illustrations |
Oxford University Press

Hardback #248452 Jan-2020 9780198854500 £34.99

The Unquiet River
A Biography of the Brahmaputra
Arupjyoti Saikia(Author)
The unruly Brahmaputra has always been an agent in shaping both the landscape of its valley
and the livelihoods of its inhabitants. But how much do we know of this river's rich past?
Historian Arupjyoti Saikia's biography of the Brahmaputra...

602 pages | ~20 b/w photos and b/w maps | Oxford University Press

Paperback #248453 Nov-2019 9780199468119 £27.99

The X Club
Power and Authority in Victorian Science
Ruth Barton(Author)
In 1864, amid headline-grabbing heresy trials, members of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science were asked to sign a declaration affirming that science and scripture
were in agreement. Many criticized the new test of orthodoxy; nine...

576 pages | 33 b/w photos, 3 tables | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #248465 2018 9780226551616 £41.50

Philosophy of Mind
A Comprehensive Introduction
William Jaworski(Author)
Philosophy of Mind introduces readers to one of the liveliest fields in contemporary philosophy
by discussing mind-body problems and the various solutions to them. It provides a detailed yet
balanced overview of the entire field that enables readers...

411 pages | b/w illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #248500 2011 9781444333688 £23.99

Philosophy of Language
The Classics Explained
Colin McGinn(Author)
Many beginning students in philosophy of language find themselves grappling with dense and
difficult texts not easily understood by someone new to the field. Philosophy of Language offers
an introduction to philosophy of language by explaining ten...

225 pages | no illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #248503 2016 9780262529822 £19.99

Unknowability
An Inquiry Into the Limits of Knowledge
Nicholas Rescher(Author)
The realities of mankind's cognitive situation are such that our knowledge of the world's ways is
bound to be imperfect. None the less, the theory of unknowability – agnoseology as some have
called it – is a rather underdeveloped...

124 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #248508 2010 9780739136164 £29.95
Hardback #248507 2009 9780739136157 £59.99

Pragmatism
The Restoration of Its Scientific Roots
Nicholas Rescher(Author)
Pragmatism is rooted in the linking of practice and theory. It describes a process where theory
is extracted from practice, and applied back to practice to form what is called intelligent
practice. Pragmatism was intended, by Charles S. Peirce, its...

313 pages | Routledge

Paperback #248509 2017 9781138513495 £35.99
Hardback #248510 2012 9781412846127 £83.99

Walking on Water
London's Hidden Rivers Revealed
Stephen Myers(Author)
London's hidden – or lost – rivers are a source of fascination. Walking on Water concentrates
on seven North London rivers – the Fleet, the Walbrook, the Tyburn, the Westbourne,
Counter's Creek, Stamford Brook and the Black...

224 pages | 76 illustrations | Amberley Publishing

Paperback #248551 2011 9781445600673 £19.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Writing the Ancestral River
A Biography of the Kowie
Jacklyn Cock(Author)
Writing the Ancestral River is an illuminating biography of the Kowie River in the Eastern
Cape. This tidal river runs through a formative meeting ground of peoples who have shaped
South Africa's history: Khoikhoi herders, Xhosa pastoralists,...

208 pages | Wits University Press

Paperback #248619 2018 9781776141876 £31.50

Natures of Africa
Ecocriticism and Animal Studies in Contemporary Cultural Forms
Fiona Moolla(Editor), Byron Caminero-Santangelo(Foreword By)
Environmental and animal studies are rapidly growing areas of interest across a number of
disciplines. Natures of Africa is one of the first edited volumes which encompasses
transdisciplinary approaches to a number of cultural forms, including...

288 pages | Wits University Press

Paperback #248620 2016 9781868149131 £36.50

The Dissection of Vertebrates
A Laboratory Manual
Gerardo De Iuliis(Author), Dino Pulerà(Author)
Detailed and concise dissection directions, updated valuable information and extraordinary
illustrations make The Dissection of Vertebrates, 3rd Edition the new ideal manual for students
in comparative vertebrate anatomy, as well as a superb...

416 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #248630 2019 9780124104600 £65.95

Life
The Science of Biology
David M Hillis(Author), H Craig Heller(Author), Sally D Hacker(Author), David W Hall(Author),
David E Sadava(Author), Marta J Laskowski(Author)
The 12th edition of Life: The Science of Biology continues to be engaging, active, and focused
on teaching the skills that students need to master. New pedagogical features work in
conjunction with powerful updates to the online suite of materials in...

1268 pages | colour illustrations | W.H. Freeman & Co. Ltd

Hardback #248531 Mar-2020 9781319315788 £64.99

Molecular Biology
Principles of Genome Function
Nancy L Craig(Author), Rachel Green(Author), Carol Greider(Author), Gisela Storz(Author),
Cynthia Wolberger(Author)
The biological world operates on a multitude of scales – from molecules to cells to tissues to
organisms to ecosystems. Throughout all these levels runs a common thread: the
communication and onward passage of information – from cell to...

1056 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour & b/w tables
| Oxford University Press

Paperback #247865 Mar-2020 9780198788652 £54.99

Virusphere
From Common Colds to Ebola Epidemics: Why We Need the Viruses that Plague Us
Frank Ryan(Author)
A fascinating and long overdue examination of viruses – from what they are and what they do,
to the vital role they have played in human history.What are viruses? Do they rely on genes,
like all other forms of life? Do they follow the same...

278 pages | no illustrations | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #246856 Mar-2020 9780008296704 £9.99
Hardback #241772 2019 9780008296674 £19.99

How to Walk on Water and Climb up Walls
Animal Movement and the Robots of the Future
David L Hu(Author)
Insects walk on water, snakes slither, and fish swim. Animals move with astounding grace,
speed, and versatility; how do they do it, and what can we learn from them? In How to Walk on
Water and Climb up Walls, David Hu takes readers on an accessible,...

236 pages | 8 plates with 12 colour photos; 33 b/w photos and
illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #248634 Mar-2020 9780691204161 £11.99
Hardback #241995 2018 9780691169866 £19.99

Mama's Last Hug
Animal Emotions and What They Teach Us about Ourselves
Frans de Waal(Author)
Mama's Last Hug opens with the moving farewell between Mama, a dying 59-year-old
chimpanzee matriarch, and Jan Van Hoof, who was Frans de Waal's mentor and thesis
advisor. The filmed event has since gone viral (over 9.5 million views on...

348 pages | 12 plates with b/w photos; b/w illustrations | Granta

Paperback #246964 Mar-2020 9781783784110 £9.99
Hardback #243781 2019 9781783784103 £14.99

Biochemistry
The Molecules of Life
Richard Bowater(Author), Laura Bowater(Author), Tom Husband(Author), Ann Fullick(Editor)
A concise, stimulating introduction to the fundamental biomolecules in cells and organisms,
and the exciting ways biochemistry could be used to solve global problems, both now and in
the future.

144 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #247099 Mar-2020 9780198848394 £19.99

Genomics: Oxford Biology Primers
Julian Parkhill(Author), Sarah J Lindsay(Author), Phil Jones(Author), Lia Chappell(Author),
Jonathon Roberts(Author), Nancy Holroyd(Author), Michal Spzak(Author), Ann Fullick(Editor)
This Oxford Biology Primer will introduce students to the field of genomics and its applications.
From the early days of the Human Genome Project, sequencing technology has rapidly
developed and is now cheaper and more accessible than ever before....

144 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #247597 Apr-2020 9780198848387 £19.99

Golden Rice
The Imperiled Birth of a GMO Superfood
Ed Regis(Author)
Ordinary white rice is nutrient poor; it consists of carbohydrates and little else. About one
million people who subsist on rice become blind or die each year from vitamin A deficiency.
Golden Rice, which was developed in the hopes of combatting that...

256 pages | 2 b/w photos | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #248290 Dec-2019 9781421433035 £21.99
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Palaeontology

Friendship
The Evolution, Biology and Extraordinary Power of Life's Fundamental Bond
Lydia Denworth(Author)
Scientists know that the relationships we forge with others have a significant impact on us and
them. These relationships include family members, our romantic partners, and our friends. Of
these three categories, the first two have been closely...

288 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #248612 Mar-2020 9781472977700 £16.99

Fantastic Fossils
A Guide to Finding and Identifying Prehistoric Life
Donald R Prothero(Author), Mary Persis Williams(Illustrator)
Nothing fills us with a sense of wonder like fossils. What looks at first like a simple rock is in
fact a clue that reveals the staggering diversity of ancient environments, the winding pathways
of evolution, and the majesty of a vanished earth. But...

536 pages | 8 plates with colour illustrations; 364 b/w illustrations |
Columbia University Press

Hardback #247282 Mar-2020 9780231195782 £26.99

Life through the Ages II
Twenty-First Century Visions of Prehistory
Mark P Witton(Author)
What was life like on our planet long before the early humans emerged?Palaeontologist Dr
Mark P. Witton draws on the latest twenty-first-century discoveries to re-create the
appearances and lifestyles of extinct, fascinating species, the environments...

224 pages | 64 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Indiana University Press

Hardback #247918 Apr-2020 9780253048110 £22.99

Fossils
300 of the Earth's Fossilized Species
Carl Mehling(Editor)
Revealing the incredible diversity of fossilised plants and animals preserved for millions of
years, Fossils profiles 300 examples of the most common and fascinating fossils, using an
entry by entry approach. By including examples from all of the...

320 pages | 300 colour photos | Amber Books

Paperback #248469 2018 9781782742586 £9.99
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